ABSTRAK

This study describes the marginalization of women in gender sensitive policy and relations between the institutions in the process of drafting the regulations area of East Java province number 8 year 2016 about Management Workers. The regulation of this area was create due to the encouragement by trade unions because in East Java of regulations concerning workers not yet. This research is qualitative research with design explanation, where is researcher involved to social setting. From the findings and analysis of the data in this study found that the involvement of legislative women is minimum due to the limited space of freedom of thought because it has yet to understand the discourse disposition policy process, being not strategic position also institutional as well as between institution that create interest in favoring an open society or workers. Interactions between institutions, historical relationship in the process of drafting the institutional interests and preference are visible through its representation as DPRD balancing the interests of Apindo and Unions of East Java and Disnakertrans. In the end, the injustice against women occurred since the thoughts and interests of the friction between the institutions will create consensus interest aimed at all parties.
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